GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract

H&FWD – Establishment – Posting of Doctors on Contract basis and as per bonded obligation in Government Medical Colleges – Salary Sanctioned - Orders issued.

HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE (S) DEPARTMENT

GO(MS)No.351/2009/H&FWD                      Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 07.10.2009

Read:- 1.GO(MS)533/08/H&FWD dated 07.10.2008.

ORDER

As per Government Order read as 2nd paper above, Government have created a total number of 241 Senior Residents posts in five Government Medical Colleges to fulfill Medical Council of India Requirements. As per the same order, salary of the residents were also fixed as Rs.23,000/- (Rupees Twenty three thousands) per month. But later the Director of Medical Education has reported that a number of doctors were left out for posting as per bonded obligation. Hence the Director of Medical Education has posted them against the sanctioned posts of Lecturers as per bonded obligation and requested Government to sanction the same rate of salary for them.

Government have examined the case in detail and are pleased to order that the Post Graduate Doctors posted under Compulsory Bonded Posting on the basis of Government Order read as 1st paper above shall be paid a consolidated salary of Rs.23,000 (Rupees Twenty three thousand only) as ordered in the above said Government Order.

The doctors without PG posted against the sanctioned posts of Lecturers on temporary basis other than bonded obligation shall also be paid a consolidated salary of Rs.20,200 (Rupees Twenty thousand two hundred only).

The Director of Medical Education is directed to make appointments to the vacant posts of doctors (other than 241 post of Senior Residents) against sanctioned posts on contract basis after conducting a walk in interview from MBBS/Medical Post Graduate qualified doctors for a period of one year or till regular hands joined through Public Service Commission. All vacancies against which Contract Lecturers are already working now also be included in the selection process and the community reservation norms should be followed among the posts notified, if eligible candidates are available. Arrears of salary, if any, from the date of posting orders of the Director of Medical Education will be paid in cash.

By Order of the Governor

P. Radhakrishna Pillai

Additional Secretary to Government

To

The Director of Medical Education, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Principal, Medical College, Thiruvananthapuram/Alappuzha/Kottayam/Thrissur/Kozhikode
The Accountant General (A&E/Audit), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
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Copy to:-  PS to Minister (H&SW)
PA to Secretary (H&SW)
PA to Secretary (Health & Medical Education)

Forwarded/By Order,

Section Officer